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Enduring Legacy
If you’ve traveled the nation’s highways, flown into
New York’s LaGuardia Airport, strolled San Antonio’s
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the Pacific Ocean from the Beach
Chalet in San Francisco, you have experienced some
part of the legacy of the Works Progress
Administration (WPA)—one of the enduring
cornerstones of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal.
When President Roosevelt took the oath of office in
March 1933, he was facing a devastated nation. Four
years into the Great Depression, a staggering 13
million American workers were jobless and many
millions more of their family members were equally in
need. Desperation ruled the land. What people
wanted were jobs, not handouts: the pride of earning
a paycheck; and in 1935, after a variety of temporary
relief measures, a permanent nationwide jobs
program was created. This was the Works Progress
Administration, and it would forever change the
physical landscape and the social policies of the
United States. The WPA lasted for eight years, spent
$11 billion, employed 8½ million men and women,
and gave the country not only a renewed spirit but a
fresh face. Under its colorful head, Harry Hopkins, the
agency’s remarkable accomplishment was to combine
the urgency of putting people back to work with its
vision of physically rebuilding America. Its workers
laid roads, erected dams, bridges, tunnels, and
airports. They stocked rivers, made toys, sewed
clothes, served millions of hot school lunches. When
disasters struck, they were there by the thousands to
rescue the stranded. And all across the country the
WPA’s arts programs performed concerts, staged
plays, painted murals, delighted children with
circuses, created invaluable guidebooks. Even today,
more than sixty years after the WPA ceased to exist,
there is almost no area in America that does not bear
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some visible
mark of
its presence. Politically
controversial, the WPA was staffed by passionate
believers and hated by conservatives; its critics called
its projects make-work and wags said it stood for We
Piddle Around. The contrary was true. We have only
to look about us today to discover its lasting
presence.

Black Ice
"True survival odysseys of two wilderness adventurers
who entered the woods in search of tranquility-- but
found something else entirely"--Page 4 of cover.

Lost in the Wild
Martin Luther King, Jr., may be America’s most
revered political figure, commemorated in statues,
celebrations, and street names around the world. On
the fiftieth anniversary of King’s assassination, the
man and his activism are as close to public
consciousness as ever. But despite his stature, the
significance of King’s writings and political thought
remains underappreciated. In To Shape a New World,
Tommie Shelby and Brandon Terry write that the
marginalization of King’s ideas reflects a romantic,
consensus history that renders the civil rights
movement inherently conservative—an effort not at
radical reform but at “living up to” enduring ideals
laid down by the nation’s founders. On this view, King
marshaled lofty rhetoric to help redeem the ideas of
universal (white) heroes, but produced little original
thought. This failure to engage deeply and honestly
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allows him to be conscripted into
political projects he would not endorse, including the
pernicious form of “color blindness” that insists, amid
glaring race-based injustice, that racism has been
overcome. Cornel West, Danielle Allen, Martha
Nussbaum, Robert Gooding-Williams, and other
authors join Shelby and Terry in careful, critical
engagement with King’s understudied writings on
labor and welfare rights, voting rights, racism, civil
disobedience, nonviolence, economic inequality,
poverty, love, just-war theory, virtue ethics, political
theology, imperialism, nationalism, reparations, and
social justice. In King’s exciting and learned work, the
authors find an array of compelling challenges to
some of the most pressing political dilemmas of our
present, and rethink the legacy of this towering
figure.

Leaving Your Leadership Legacy
Hester makes the Reconstruction Era come alive as
Madison Davis and Alfred Richardson, Clark County,
Georgia's, two ex-slave legislators, fight for the right
to vote and hold office against incredible obstacles.

The Fight for the Soul of the Democratic
Party
No historical event has left as deep an imprint on
America's collective memory as the Civil War. In the
war's aftermath, Americans had to embrace and cast
off a traumatic past. David Blight explores the
perilous path of remembering and forgetting, and
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reveals its
tragic costs
to race relations and America's
national reunion.

Eneas Africanus
Early Muslim culture set the foundation for the
Rennaissance of Europe and for nearly every aspect
of the modern world. In this age of conflict, ''Lost
History'' provides a vital look at the Muslim world and
its deep connection to all cultures. Unlike many
histories, which address the noted Arab Golden Age of
Baghdad, Persia, and Muslim Spain from 632 to 1258
AD and the fall of Baghdad, ''Lost History'' reveals the
many 'golden ages' of Muslim thought, from Shiite
Iran to Mughal India, to the 18th century. Engaging
chapters introduce a contemporary accountant,
obstetrician, civil engineer, or astrophysicist, all
whose work is linked to early Muslim
advancements.Artful flashbacks render page - turning
accounts of such luminaries as Al Ma'mun, who
founded Baghdad's international House of Wisdom
from which came foundations for modern math,
astronomy, chemistry, medicine, and literature; Al
Khwarizmi, often considered the Father of Algebra,
whose invention of algorithms makes possible cell
phones today; revered Arab philospher Al Kindi, who
wrote, 'nothing should be dearer to the seeker of
truth than the truth itself;' Astronomer Al Manon, for
whom is named a crater of the moon; the exiled Emir
Abdal Rahman, who brought to Cordoba, Spain,
irrigation systems and unique architecture; and the
Syrian - born Al Nafis, who revealed that the blood
flows from the heart, through the lungs, to the body
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readers discover that Omar
Khayyam, well - loved poet of the Rubaiyat, was a
mathematical wizard who calculated the length of a
year to be 365.242 days (later calculated by atomic
clocks to within millionths of a second). Writes the
author: 'By recovering lost history together, maybe
we can really get at the issues of today that will never
be solved by force. Because if there is no other lesson
to be drawn from ''Lost History'', it is that force rarely
ever positively resolves issues of the spirit and the
soul - whether in individuals, or in civilizations.'

Race and Reunion
Director F.W. Murnau's Nosferatu: A Symphony of
Horror, made in 1921, right after the devastating
Spanish Flu pandemic, has become the ultimate cult
classic among horror film buffs around the world. For
years there was much speculation about the
production background, the filmmakers, and their
star, the German actor Max Schreck. This book tells
the complete story drawing on rare sources. This book
tells the complete story, drawing on rare sources. The
trail leads to a group of occultists with a plan to
establish a leading film company that would produce
a momentous series of horror movies. Along the way,
the author touches upon other classic German fantasy
silents, such as The Golem, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
and Metropolis.

Frozen in Time
"Imagine it is the seventh century. As most of Europe
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continues
its descent
into a long period of
intellectually dormancy, a quiet yet powerful
academic revolution is erupting in another corner of
the world. Over the next centuries, the geniuses of
Muslim society will thrust the boundaries of
knowledge forward to such a degree that their
innovations still shape civilizations to this day. The
staggering achievements of these men and women
influenced the development of modern mathematics,
science, engineering, and medicine. 1001 Inventions:
The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization sheds new
light on this golden era that was once lost to so many,
and celebrates the heritage that we all share"--P. [4]
of cover.

The Great Caliphs
Contributed articles on the role and contribution of
Parsees in India; includes brief biographies of some
eminent members of the community.

Genius of Guinness
At the turn of the twentieth century, Montana started
emerging from its rugged past. Permanent towns and
cities, powered by mining, tourism, and trade,
replaced ramshackle outposts. Yet Montana's frontier
endured, both in remote pockets and in the wider
cultural imagination. The frontier thus played a
continuing role in Montanans' lives, often in
fascinating ways. Author John Clayton has written
extensively on these shifts in Montana history,
chronicling the breadth of the frontier's legacy with
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this diverse
collection
of stories. Explore the remnants
of Montana's frontier through stories of the Little
Bighorn Battlefield, the Beartooth Highway, and the
lost mining camp of Swift Current--and through
legendary characters such as Charlie Russell, Haydie
Yates, and "Liver-eating" Johnston.

Golden Girls Forever
Founded in 1887, the Detroit Athletic Club left an
indelible stamp on the city even as it was helping that
city find its place in the country at large. Always a
powerhouse for individual and team amateur
athletics, the DAC helped give its members the
strength to serve as soldiers and compete as
Olympians. They fueled the manufacturing frenzy that
created the Motor City and brought home the
professional sports teams that were its due. In this
chronicle of the DAC's long history, readers will
discover the unique world of a private club that
remains one of the finest in the world, an enduring
home to community leaders, amateur athletes and
one of Detroit's architectural jewels.

The Enduring Legacy of the Detroit
Athletic Club
Warrior. Samurai. Legend. “A readable,
compassionate account of an extraordinary life.”
—The Washington Post The remarkable life of
history’s first foreign-born samurai, and his
astonishing journey from Northeast Africa to the
heights of Japanese society. When Yasuke arrived in
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Japan in the
late 1500s,
he had already traveled much
of the known world. Kidnapped as a child, he had
ended up a servant and bodyguard to the head of the
Jesuits in Asia, with whom he traversed India and
China learning multiple languages as he went. His
arrival in Kyoto, however, literally caused a riot. Most
Japanese people had never seen an African man
before, and many of them saw him as the
embodiment of the black-skinned (in local tradition)
Buddha. Among those who were drawn to his
presence was Lord Nobunaga, head of the most
powerful clan in Japan, who made Yasuke a samurai in
his court. Soon, he was learning the traditions of
Japan’s martial arts and ascending the upper echelons
of Japanese society. In the four hundred years since,
Yasuke has been known in Japan largely as a
legendary, perhaps mythical figure. Now African
Samurai presents the never-before-told biography of
this unique figure of the sixteenth century, one whose
travels between countries, cultures and classes offers
a new perspective on race in world history and a vivid
portrait of life in medieval Japan.

Enduring Legacy, Parsis of the 20th
Century
The Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great
Depression, a book that galvanized—and sometimes
outraged—millions of readers. First published in 1939,
Steinbeck’s Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great
Depression chronicles the Dust Bowl migration of the
1930s and tells the story of one Oklahoma farm
family, the Joads—driven from their homestead and
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travel west
to the promised land of
California. Out of their trials and their repeated
collisions against the hard realities of an America
divided into Haves and Have-Nots evolves a drama
that is intensely human yet majestic in its scale and
moral vision, elemental yet plainspoken, tragic but
ultimately stirring in its human dignity. A portrait of
the conflict between the powerful and the powerless,
of one man’s fierce reaction to injustice, and of one
woman’s stoical strength, the novel captures the
horrors of the Great Depression and probes into the
very nature of equality and justice in America. At once
a naturalistic epic, captivity narrative, road novel, and
transcendental gospel, Steinbeck’s powerful landmark
novel is perhaps the most American of American
Classics. This Centennial edition, specially designed to
commemorate one hundred years of Steinbeck,
features french flaps and deckle-edged pages. For
more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 1,500 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.

Islam and Science, Medicine, and
Technology
Includes 30 pages of bonus material! The complete,
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Golden Girls
retrospective, packed with
hundreds of exclusive interviews, behind-the-scenes
and never-before-revealed stories, more than two
hundred color and black-and-white photos,
commentary, and more. They were four women of a
certain age, living together under one roof in
Miami—smart and strong Dorothy, airhead Rose, manhungry belle Blanche, and smart-mouthed matriarch
Sophia. They were the Golden Girls, and for seven
seasons, this hilarious quartet enchanted millions of
viewers with their witty banter, verve, sass, and love,
and reaffirmed the power of friendship and family.
Over thirty years after it first aired, The Golden Girls
has become a cult classic, thanks to fan fiction, arts
and crafts, podcasts, hundreds of fan blogs and
websites, and syndication. Now, Golden Girls Forever
pays homage to this wildly popular, acclaimed, and
award-winning sitcom. Drawing on interviews with the
show’s creators, actors, guest stars, producers,
writers, and crew members, Jim Colucci paints a
comprehensive portrait of the Girls both in front of the
cameras and behind the scenes. Illustrated with
hundreds of photos, including stills from the show and
a treasure trove of never-before-seen and newly
rediscovered photos, Golden Girls Forever includes: •
Girls and Their Guests: short profiles of the show’s
most famous guest stars • Why I Love the Girls: Lance
Bass, Laverne Cox, Ross Mathews, Perez Hilton,
Zachary Quinto, Chris Colfer, Jason Collins, and many,
many other celebrities share their love of the Girls •
Exclusive interviews with ninety-four-year-old Betty
White; the famously private Bea Arthur and Rue
McClanahan, before their deaths; and fan-favorite
actors who appeared on the show • Harvey Fierstein's
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his close friend,
Estelle Getty The ebook
also feautures 30 pages of material not inlcuded in
the print edition, such as 17 Golden Episodes, a piece
on Estelle Getty's make-up, the Rue LaRue Cafe, and
additional fan art. Bursting with fun facts, anecdotes,
reminiscences, and insights, Golden Girls Forever is
the ultimate companion to the show for fans old and
new.

1001 Inventions
Enduring Legacy: Clarke County,
Georgia's Ex-Slave Legislators Madison
Davis and Alfred Richardson
Two courageous journalists chart how the KGB rose
from the Soviet ashes and recreated itself as the FSB
at the prompting and with the assistance of Vladimir
Putin In The New Nobility, two courageous Russian
investigative journalists open up the closed and
murky world of the Russian Federal Security Service.
While Vladimir Putin has been president and prime
minister of Russia, the Kremlin has deployed the
security services to intimidate the political opposition,
reassert the power of the state, and carry out
assassinations overseas. At the same time, its agents
and spies were put beyond public accountability and
blessed with the prestige, benefits, and legitimacy
lost since the Soviet collapse. The security services
have played a central- and often mysterious-role at
key turning points in Russia during these tumultuous
years: from the Moscow apartment house bombings
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siege, to
the war in Chechnya and the
Beslan massacre. The security services are not allpowerful; they have made clumsy and sometimes
catastrophic blunders. But what is clear is that after
the chaotic 1990s, when they were sidelined, they
have made a remarkable return to power, abetted by
their most famous alumnus, Putin.

Twelve Years a Slave
The authors of this book explain the differences
between managing by the 3-Ps (Proximity, Position,
and Persuasion) and the 3-Cs (Clarity, Consistency,
and Connectivity). Leaders who employ the 3-Ps
manage with a focus on the individual. Leaders who
use the 3-Cs, however, manage by weaving personal
leadership techniques with a process of managing the
business or organization that has proven extremely
effective during the decade since it was introduced.
It's a way to lead a company or organization that
leaves a legacy of sustained growth and success for
those who come after the leader to latch onto and
continue. The book is written as a business novel.
What is learned on the protagonist's journey is
expanded upon in a lesson at the conclusion of each
chapter. Readers are then invited to assess their own
legacy potential by completing a self-assessment. The
management process this book contains is now being
employed successfully not only by small and medium
size businesses, but also by Fortune 500 companies,
successful municipalities, and the United States Army.

Power and the People
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How did one of the world’s "buzzy hotspots" (Fodor’s
2013) become one of the top ten places to avoid
(Fodor’s 2018)? Precariously positioned between
China and India, Burma’s population has suffered
dictatorship, natural disaster, and the dark legacies of
colonial rule. But when decades of military
dictatorship finally ended and internationally beloved
Nobel laureate Aung San Suu Kyi emerged from long
years of house arrest, hopes soared. World leaders
such as Barack Obama ushered in waves of
international support. Progress seemed inevitable. As
historian, former diplomat, and presidential advisor,
Thant Myint-U saw the cracks forming. In this insider’s
diagnosis of a country at a breaking point, he dissects
how a singularly predatory economic system, fastrising inequality, disintegrating state institutions, the
impact of new social media, the rise of China next
door, climate change, and deep-seated feelings
around race, religion, and national identity all came
together to challenge the incipient democracy.
Interracial violence soared and a horrific exodus of
hundreds of thousands of Rohingya refugees fixed
international attention. Myint-U explains how and why
this happened, and details an unsettling prognosis for
the future. Burma is today a fragile stage for nearly all
the world’s problems. Are democracy and an
economy that genuinely serves all its people possible
in Burma? In clear and urgent prose, Myint-U explores
this question—a concern not just for the Burmese but
for the rest of the world—warning of the possible
collapse of this nation of 55 million while suggesting a
fresh agenda for change.
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Science & Islam
"The year 2020 will mark the fortieth anniversary of
the publication of Charles Reagan Wilson's classic
study Baptized in Blood: The Religion of the Lost
Cause, 1865-1920. Conceived in part to honor this
milestone, this multiauthor volume seeks to show how
various aspects of Lost Cause ideology persist into the
present. Among the contributors to this work are
Carolyn Dupont, Sandy Dwayne Martin, Colin Chapell,
Keith Harper, and Charles Reagan Wilson himself.
Among the many aspects of the Lost Cause to be
considered are the following: the impact of Lost Cause
ideology on southern Christianity; the difficulty of
evading neo-Confederate narratives in education; and
the influence of Confederate catechisms in keeping
Lost Cause ideology alive and well"--

The Lost Books of Jane Austen
The thrilling family saga of five unforgettable women
who remade Europe From the great courts, glittering
palaces, and war-ravaged battlefields of the
seventeenth century comes the story of four spirited
sisters and their glamorous mother, Elizabeth Stuart,
granddaughter of the martyred Mary, Queen of Scots.
Upon her father's ascension to the illustrious throne of
England, Elizabeth Stuart was suddenly thrust from
the poverty of unruly Scotland into the fairy-tale
existence of a princess of great wealth and splendor.
When she was married at sixteen to a German count
far below her rank, it was with the understanding that
her father would help her husband achieve the
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of Bohemia.
The terrible betrayal of this
commitment would ruin "the Winter Queen," as
Elizabeth would forever be known, imperil the lives of
those she loved, and launch a war that would last for
thirty years. Forced into exile, the Winter Queen and
her family found refuge in Holland, where the glorious
art and culture of the Dutch Golden Age indelibly
shaped her daughters' lives. Her eldest, Princess
Elizabeth, became a scholar who earned the respect
and friendship of the philosopher René Descartes.
Louisa was a gifted painter whose engaging manner
and appealing looks provoked heartache and scandal.
Beautiful Henrietta Maria would be the only sister to
marry into royalty, although at great cost. But it was
the youngest, Sophia, a heroine in the tradition of a
Jane Austen novel, whose ready wit and good-natured
common sense masked immense strength of
character, who fulfilled the promise of her greatgrandmother Mary and reshaped the British
monarchy, a legacy that endures to this day.
Brilliantly researched and captivatingly written, filled
with danger, treachery, and adventure but also love,
courage, and humor, Daughters of the Winter Queen
follows the lives of five remarkable women who, by
refusing to surrender to adversity, changed the
course of history.

To Shape a New World
Major Garrett has been reporting on the White House
for nearly two decades, covering four different
presidencies for three news outlets. But if he thought
that his distinguished journalistic career had prepared
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Trump, he was in for a surprise. Like many others in
Washington, Garrett found himself having to unlearn
many of his own settled notions about the nature and
function of the presidency. He also had to separate
the carnival-like noise of the Trump presidency from
its underlying substance. For even in its first half,
Trump’s tenure has been highly consequential. In Mr.
Trump’s Wild Ride, Major Garrett provides what
journalists are often said to do, but usually don’t: a
true first draft of history. His goal was to sift through
the mountains of distracting tweets and shrieking
headlines in order to focus on the most significant
moments of Trump’s young presidency, the ones that
Garrett believes will have a lasting impact. The result
is an authoritative, mature, and consistently
entertaining account of one of the strangest eras in
American political history. A consummate professional
with unimpeachable integrity, remarkable storytelling
skills, and a deep knowledge of his subject earned
through decades of experience, Garrett brings to life
the twists and turns of covering this White House and
its unconventional occupant with wit, sagacity and
style. Mr. Trump’s Wild Ride should place him
securely in the first rank of Washington journalists.

The Grapes of Wrath
Fighting fascism at home and abroad begins with the
consolidation of a progressive politics Seventy-five
years ago, Henry Wallace, then the sitting Vice
President of the United States, mounted a campaign
to warn about the persisting "Danger of American
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As fighting
in the European and Japanese
theaters drew to a close, Wallace warned that the
country may win the war and lose the piece; that the
fascist threat that the U.S. was battling abroad had a
terrifying domestic variant, growing rapidly in power:
wealthy corporatists and their allies in the media.
Wallace warned that if the New Deal project was not
renewed and expanded in the post-war era, American
fascists would use fear mongering, xenophonbia, and
racism to regain the economic and political power
that they lost. He championed an alternative,
progressive vision of a post-war world-an alternative
to triumphalist "American Century" vision then
rising--in which the United States rejected colonialism
and imperialism. Wallace's political vision - as well as
his standing in the Democratic Party - were quickly
sidelined. In the decades to come, other progressive
forces would mount similar campaigns: George
McGovern and Jesse Jackson more prominently. As
John Nichols chronicles in this book, they ultimately
failed - a warning to would-be reformers today - but
their successive efforts provide us with insights into
the nature of the Democratic Party, and a strategic
script for the likes of Bernie Sanders and Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez.

Stories from Montana's Enduring
Frontier
Challenges popular conceptions about racism to
explain its pervasiveness in economic doctrine,
politics and everyday thinking, arguing that America
must develop a legitimate language for thinking about
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and discussing
inequality
in broad terms in order to
achieve a post-racial society. Co-written by the author
of Free at Last.

The New Nobility
This endlessly informative history brings the classical
Islamic world to life In this accessibly written history,
Amira K. Bennison contradicts the common
assumption that Islam somehow interrupted the
smooth flow of Western civilization from its GraecoRoman origins to its more recent European and
American manifestations. Instead, she places Islamic
civilization in the longer trajectory of Mediterranean
civilizations and sees the ‘Abbasid Empire (750–1258
CE) as the inheritor and interpreter of Graeco-Roman
traditions. At its zenith the ‘Abbasid caliphate
stretched over the entire Middle East and part of
North Africa, and influenced Islamic regimes as far
west as Spain. Bennison’s examination of the politics,
society, and culture of the ‘Abbasid period presents a
picture of a society that nurtured many of the
“civilized” values that Western civilization claims to
represent, albeit in different premodern forms: from
urban planning and international trade networks to
religious pluralism and academic research. Bennison’s
argument counters the common Western view of
Muslim culture as alien and offers a new perspective
on the relationship between Western and Islamic
cultures.

Steam
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When Arthur
Guinness
sunk his meager savings into a
small brewery on the banks of the River Liffey in
Dublin, he could not have foreseen the dynasty of
brewers and bankers that would carry on his family
name. But Guinness also produced another kind of
spirit, an extraordinary line of missionary explorers,
clerics, and pioneer social workers. More famous in
his day than his brewing cousins, teetotaler Henry
Grattan Guinness forsook his earthly inheritance to
preach the gospel to thousands and witnessed true
revival. His children and grandchildren ventured to
unknown lands, risked disease and death, and
fearlessly confronted Western governments about the
mistreatment of natives in their colonies. They also
introduced social and moral reforms to the povertystricken East End of London. The tension between
God and Mammon is a recurrent theme in a family
pulled in two directions by earthly wealth and
heavenly reward. Spanning two hundred years and
five generations of perhaps the most famous family in
the world, this history chronicles the Guinness
family’s meteoric rise to its bitterest tragedies, its
fame and its reversals of fortune. Michele Guinness,
with inside access to diaries, letters, and personal
recollections, tells the story of the Guinness family
from their inauspicious eighteenth-century beginnings
down to the present day.

Lost History
In this sweeping and richly illustrated history, S.
Frederick Starr tells the fascinating but largely
unknown story of Central Asia's medieval
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enlightenment
through
the eventful lives and
astonishing accomplishments of its greatest
minds--remarkable figures who built a bridge to the
modern world. Because nearly all of these figures
wrote in Arabic, they were long assumed to have
been Arabs. In fact, they were from Central
Asia--drawn from the Persianate and Turkic peoples of
a region that today extends from Kazakhstan
southward through Afghanistan, and from the
easternmost province of Iran through Xinjiang, China.
Lost Enlightenment recounts how, between the years
800 and 1200, Central Asia led the world in trade and
economic development, the size and sophistication of
its cities, the refinement of its arts, and, above all, in
the advancement of knowledge in many fields.
Central Asians achieved signal breakthroughs in
astronomy, mathematics, geology, medicine,
chemistry, music, social science, philosophy, and
theology, among other subjects. They gave algebra
its name, calculated the earth's diameter with
unprecedented precision, wrote the books that later
defined European medicine, and penned some of the
world's greatest poetry. One scholar, working in
Afghanistan, even predicted the existence of North
and South America--five centuries before Columbus.
Rarely in history has a more impressive group of
polymaths appeared at one place and time. No
wonder that their writings influenced European
culture from the time of St. Thomas Aquinas down to
the scientific revolution, and had a similarly deep
impact in India and much of Asia. Lost Enlightenment
chronicles this forgotten age of achievement, seeks to
explain its rise, and explores the competing theories
about the cause of its eventual demise. Informed by
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the latestHamilton
scholarship
yet written in a lively and
accessible style, this is a book that will surprise
general readers and specialists alike.

One Thousand and One Inventions
Thoroughly innovative and occasionally irreverent,
this book will appeal in equal measure to book
historians, Austen fans, and scholars of literary
celebrity.

Lost Islamic History
Introduces islamic innovations ranging from the
astrolabe to the scientific method.

African Samurai
A stunning collection that brings an earlier era to life.

The Nosferatu Story
From Musa al-Khwarizmi who developed algebra in
9th century Baghdad to al-Jazari, a 13th-century
Turkish engineer whose achievements include the
crank, the camshaft and the reciprocating piston,
Science and Islam tells the story of one of history’s
most misunderstood yet rich and fertile periods in
science: the extraordinary Islamic scientific revolution
between 700 and 1400 CE.

Daughters of the Winter Queen
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HockeyMorgan
League of the Maritimes was
formed in 1895 in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
Comprised of the sons and the grandsons of runaway
American slaves, the league helped pioneer the sport
of ice hockey, changing this winter game from the
primitive "gentleman's past-time" of the Nineteenth
Century to the to the modern fast moving game of
today. In an era when many believed Blacks could not
endure cold, possessed ankles too weak to effectively
skate, and lacked the intelligence for organized sport,
these men defied the established myths. The Colored
League was one of the most complex sports
organizations ever created and was lead by Baptist
ministers and church laymen. Natural leaders and
proponents of Black Pride, these men represented a
concept in spots never before seen. Their rule book
was The Bible. Their game book, the coded words and
oral history derived from the experiences of American
slavery and the Underground Railroad. Their strategy,
the principles and teachings of American Black leader
Booker T. Washington (the founder of the Tuskegee
Institute) and a believer in the concept of racial
equality through racial separation. Twenty-five years
before the Negro Baseball Leagues in the United
States, and twenty-two years before the birth of the
National Hockey League, the Colored League would
emerge as a premier force in Canadian hockey and
supply the resilience necessary to preserve a unique
culture which exists to this day. Unfortunately their
contributions were conveniently ignored, or simply
stolen, as White teams and hockey officials,
influenced by the Black league, copied elements of
the Black style or sought to take self-credit for Black
hockey innovations. Seven years of research has gone
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is the first book ever written on
the Colored Hockey League of the Maritimes.

Lost Enlightenment
Democracy was born in Athens. From the city's
founding myths to its golden age and chaotic
downfall, this timely and well-informed political
history is rich with lessons for contemporary America.
Why did vital civic engagement and fair debate in
Athens descend into populism and paralysis? Can we
compare the demagogue Cleon to President Trump;
the Athenian Empire to modern America; or the
stubborn island of Melos to Brexit Britain? How did a
second referendum save the Athenians from a
bloodthirsty decision? Who were the last defenders of
democracy in the changing, globalized world of the
fourth century BC—and how do we unconsciously
echo these leaders today? With verve and acuity, the
heroics and the critics of Athenian democracy are
brought to bear on today's politics, revealing in all its
glories and its flaws the system that still survives to
execute the power of the people.

Custerology
Now a major motion picture nominated for nine
Academy Awards. Narrative of Solomon Northup, a
Citizen of New-York, Kidnapped in Washington City in
1841, and Rescued in 1853. Twelve Years a Slave by
Solomon Northup is a memoir of a black man who was
born free in New York state but kidnapped, sold into
slavery and kept in bondage for 12 years in Louisiana
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before the
American
Civil War. He provided details of
slave markets in Washington, DC, as well as
describing at length cotton cultivation on major
plantations in Louisiana.

Lost History
Rhetoric and ritual commemorating war has been a
part of human culture for ages. InEnduring Legacy,W.
Stuart Towns explores the crucial role of rhetoric and
oratory in creating and propagating a “Lost Cause”
public memory of the American South.

The Hidden History of Burma: Race,
Capitalism, and the Crisis of Democracy
in the 21st Century
On a hot summer day in 1876, George Armstrong
Custer led the Seventh Cavalry to the most famous
defeat in U.S. military history. Outnumbered and
exhausted, the Seventh Cavalry lost more than half of
its 400 men, and every soldier under Custer’s direct
command was killed. It’s easy to understand why this
tremendous defeat shocked the American public at
the time. But with Custerology, Michael A. Elliott
tackles the far more complicated question of why the
battle still haunts the American imagination today.
Weaving vivid historical accounts of Custer at Little
Bighorn with contemporary commemorations that
range from battle reenactments to the unfinished
Crazy Horse memorial, Elliott reveals a Custer and a
West whose legacies are still vigorously contested. He
takes readers to each of the important places of
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Custer’s Hamilton
life, from his
Civil War home in Michigan to
the site of his famous demise, and introduces us to
Native American activists, Park Service rangers, and
devoted history buffs along the way. Elliott shows how
Custer and the Indian Wars continue to be both a
powerful symbol of America’s bloody past and a
crucial key to understanding the nation’s multicultural
present. “[Elliott] is an approachable guide as he
takes readers to battlefields where Custer fought
American Indians . . . to the Michigan town of Monroe
that Custer called home after he moved there at age
10 . . . to the Black Hills of South Dakota where Custer
led an expedition that gave birth to a gold
rush."—Steve Weinberg, Atlanta Journal-Constitution
“By ‘Custerology,’ Elliott means the historical
interpretation and commemoration of Custer and the
Indian Wars in which he fought not only by those who
honor Custer but by those who celebrate the Native
American resistance that defeated him. The purpose
of this book is to show how Custer and the Little
Bighorn can be and have been commemorated for
such contradictory purposes.”—Library Journal
“Michael Elliott’s Custerology is vivid, trenchant,
engrossing, and important. The American soldier
George Armstrong Custer has been the subject of
very nearly incessant debate for almost a century and
a half, and the debate is multicultural, multinational,
and multimedia. Mr. Elliott's book provides by far the
best overview, and no one interested in the longhaired soldier whom the Indians called Son of the
Morning Star can afford to miss it.”—Larry McMurtry

The Enduring Lost Cause
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On February
15, 1961,
all 18 members of the U.S.
World Figure Skating Team were killed in a plane
crash, along with 16 coaches, officials, and family
members. Frozen in Time takes readers inside the
lives of the young skaters who died in the crash,
revealing their friendships, romances, rivalries,
sacrifices, and triumphs. The dramatic focus lingers
on two families of powerful women: the Owens and
the Westerfelds. Maribel Owen, the most famous
woman in figure skating at the time, relentlessly
drives her two young daughters--pairs champion Mara
and the spectacular Laurence, who graced the cover
of Sports Illustrated on the day she died. Myra
Westerfeld, meanwhile, loses her marriage while
guiding her daughters Sherri and Steffi to the pinnacle
of the sport. Along with the bittersweet personal
stories, author Nikki Nichols recounts the U.S. skating
program's lengthy struggle to rebuild after this
devastating accident.

American-Made
A compelling study of the little known contributions of
Islam's cultural, artistic, and scientific
accomplishments to Western civilization looks not
only at the historic achievements of the Muslim world
and the role of inspired leaders who encouraged
intellectual inquiry, championed tolerance, and
sponsored artistic and literary endeavors, but also at
the ancient envy that fuels today's conflicts. Reprint.

The Counterrevolution of Slavery
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A tale centering
around
an elderly African American
man.

Mr. Trump's Wild Ride
In this comprehensive analysis of politics and ideology
in antebellum South Carolina, Manisha Sinha offers a
provocative new look at the roots of southern
separatism and the causes of the Civil War.
Challenging works that portray secession as a fight for
white liberty, she argues instead that it was a
conservative, antidemocratic movement to protect
and perpetuate racial slavery. Sinha discusses some
of the major sectional crises of the antebellum
era--including nullification, the conflict over the
expansion of slavery into western territories, and
secession--and offers an important reevaluation of the
movement to reopen the African slave trade in the
1850s. In the process she reveals the central role
played by South Carolina planter politicians in
developing proslavery ideology and the use of states'
rights and constitutional theory for the defense of
slavery. Sinha's work underscores the necessity of
integrating the history of slavery with the traditional
narrative of southern politics. Only by taking into
account the political importance of slavery, she
insists, can we arrive at a complete understanding of
southern politics and the enormity of the issues
confronting both northerners and southerners on the
eve of the Civil War.

Racecraft
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"Islam has
been one
of the most powerful religious,
social, and political forces in history. Over the last
1400 years, from origins in Arabia, a succession of
Muslim polities and later empires expanded to control
territories and peoples that ultimately stretched from
southern France, to East Africa to South East Asia. Yet
many of the contributions of Muslim thinkers,
scientists, and theologians, not to mention rulers,
statesmen and soldiers, have been occluded. This
book rescues from oblivion and neglect some of these
personalities and institutions while offering the reader
a new narrative of this lost Islamic history. The
Umayyads, Abbasids, and Ottomans feature in the
story, as do Muslim Spain, the savannah kingdoms of
West Africa and the Mughal Empire, along with the
later European colonisation of Muslim lands and the
development of modern nation-states in the Muslim
world. Throughout, the impact of Islamic belief on
scientific advancement, social structures, and cultural
development is given due prominence, and the text is
complemented by portraits of key personalities,
inventions and little known historical nuggets. The
history of Islam and of the world's Muslims brings
together diverse peoples, geographies, and states, all
interwoven into one narrative that begins with
Muhammad and continues to this day."--P. [4] of
cover.
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